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Kwanzaa

n
celebrates
communal understanding

v90

Masanhko K, Banda
Voice Staff Writer

la keeping with the spirit of encouraging and fostering a diverse
community here at the College of
Wooster. Black Forum, Black Students Association, Black Women's
Organization together with numerous other campus organizations
will from Sunday, December 9 to
Saturday, December 15 bring you
the celebration of Kwanzaa 90.
This holiday is a synthesis of
cultures as experienced on the African continent juxtaposed with the
Diaspora of African Cultural elements. All across Africa, Kwanzaa
"

denotes first fruit celebrations,
which are based on tradition and
reason.

This holiday was first adopted
here in the United States of America in 1966, and it was created to

African-America-

serve several functions in the African American community, two of
which were to reaffirm and restore
their African heritage and culture
and secondly to introduce and reinforce the Nguzo Saba (the seven
principles). These seven communitarian African values are Umoja

(unity), Kujichagulia

(self-determinatio- n),

Ujima (collective
work and responsibility), Ujamaa

(Cooperative economics). Nia

does not center around one particular religion, but around a very
unique and diverse culture.
This is also an opportunity to
introduce to the campus another
culture.
facet of African-AmericIt is important to note that black
history month, also an important
celebration in the month of February, does not detract or in any'
way compete with this celebration. The two celebrations differ in
that black history month celebrates heroic figures and role models among the African Americans in this country, while Kwancelebration of
zaa is a
through
togetherness
communal
an

-

Voice Staff Writer

In recent years, there has been a
trend in libraries all over the country to replace the old card catalog
system with new, sophisticated databases. These databases make
searching and cataloging facr and
easier. After almost a decade of discussions and planning, such a
computerized system will be installed in Andrews Library next semester, probably in late February
or early March.
The system is called INNOPAC.
and it has been designed by Innovative Interfaces Inc. With INNOPAC, "users will have better access to materials in the library,"
says Margo Warner Curl, Director
of Technical Services in Andrews
Library.
The electronic catalog will enable users to search for items not
only by author, title or subject,
but also by classification number
and key words, such as single
words from the title (if you do not
remember all. of the title), and in
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(Purpose), Kuumba (creativity)
and Imani (faith).
These seven values form the
backbone or basis mat shapes the
way
interact
with themselves and others. This
is therefore an opportunity, for
black forum to reinforce the spirit . cultural understanding.
The seven days of this celebraof friendship within the black,
tion have been arranged according
community at Wooster and also to
present the campus with a different
see Kwanzaa: page 2
form of holiday celebration' that
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Library to computerize card catalog
Ken Nyberg

December 7, 1990

some cases words from chapter
headlines.
When the right book is found,
the screen will show where it is
located, its call number and if it
has been checked out or not
According to Curl, the new
log will be very easy to use. "That
is one of the reasons we picked it,"
she says, but adds that the library
will offer some sort of instruction
if there is a need for iL
Many other colleges, like Vas-sa- r,
Albion and Kalamazoo, have
already installed INNOPAC in
their libraries. Innovative Interfaces is now negotiating with the
state of Ohio about designing a
statewide network for large state
universities.
After INNOPAC is set up it will
take several months of staff training and testing of the system before it is fully operational- - Barbara
L. Bell, Acting Director of the library, hopes that everything will
be ready to use when students return to classes next fall. INNOPAC will then be used not only
by the public but also for automa- -

tion of the circulation of items as
well as technical services such as
ordering and processing materials.
When the system is complete,
there will be a terminal on every
floor of Andrews, instead of only
one copy of the catalog on Level
3. A new room will be built for
the central computer on Level 2 by
making the women's restroom
lounge smaller. Curl says that
there will be "a few days of noise"
when this change is made, which
will be sometime before February,
hopefully during winter break.
Other libraries have found INNOPAC to be very reliable, but
the old card catalog will remain for
a while. "There will be a long
transition time," Bell says, and
adds that the new computer system
will mean changes in routines and
more computer terminals in the library.

It was in the early 19803 that
Bill Weiss, then Technical Services Director, first proposed to the
administration mat a computerized
see Library: page 2

Junior center Stan Aukamp drives toward the net during
Woostefs 0 victory over Ohio Wesleyaa Aukamp leads the
89-7-

team with seven rebounds. (Photo by Mike Pepper.)

SGA funding deadline

changed to this semester
Special to the Voice

Student Government funding
will begin this Friday, December
7, 1990. Applications will be
available at the Lowry Front Desk
until Friday, December 14, 1990.
They are due at 4:00 on December
14 and should be sent to box
C-25- 40.

The SGA is starting funding
this semester in order that organizations will have the funds available to them earlier next year and
thus be able to fund their programming ideas.
The Racism Workshops and interviews will take place next semester, the second week people return to schooland the General Assembly will vote on fund requests
on January 31. 1991.

This last semester the SGA allocated over $7,000
. to c,ubs.
and organizations on this campus.
'
Many of the programs on campus
this semester that students were
invited to

apply for

fund-

ing from the SGA; Babcock International Coffeehouse, Home Is
Where, Wooster Christian Fellowship dance, several speakers, field
trips,' Hockey Club, Rugby Team,
Men's Club Volleyball; and these
are only a few who benefited from
SGA funding.

The Student Government Association urges you to get involved
and to apply for funds that could
provide your club, organization,
residence hall or sports team with
a greater wealth of opportunities

t

to programs campuswide.

O
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News
ISA BSA sponsor dance marathon for charity
benefit UNICCTandantaxVodcd
Voic Staff Writer
charity. The ISA is sponsoring
UNICEF and the BSA has yet to
On Saturday, December 1, the
determine what group they are
sponsoring.
College of Woosters Black StuInterand
Everyone who entered the maraBSA
)
dent Association (
national Student Association CjSAl thon had to pay a one dollar donateamed
op to sponsor a dance tion to get in. The total amount
marathon at the Underground. The made over the course of the evencontest started at 8:30 p jn. and . ing was $65.
lasted until about 1:30 a.m.
The winner of the marathon was
The marathon was organized to
Susan Berry

7eV

Forsenic team members head for nationals

Janet Gfcson, Marc Smfch, Jenny Mattox, WZIam Van Cleave and
in frtf rtj "wrwf speaking and im
Rowty Bnxfcen served as panelists for a debate on the issue of PaulWexler
me Voice
Special
to
prumptn. It was the fourth time
in
by
Lowry
sponsored
was
held
expression.
The
debate
free
Pi
'
Horobik has won an event, also
versus
First
a
Speakers.
Amendment
The
code
SAS Topics and
setting
a Wooster record. Forenxics
College
Wooster
of
The
was
discussed.
of conduct prohfcftng racist and sexist language
Horobik was second
Team
debate)
Ia
had
addition.
a
(speech
and
(Photo by Ukm Pppr.)

tainment speaking, and first-yeMegan Goldman, sixth in poetry.
Sophomore Robb DeGraw and
senior Scott. Merrimari both finished seventh, narrowly missing
qualifying for Nationals.
Abo, DeGraw and Wexler attended a competition on Parliamentary
debate at The University c Chicago. The team took first place in
debate and DeGraw also won first
ar
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Attention Shoppers:
SAB holds mini-ma- ll
Megan Wereley
Special la tfw Voice

Attention hoOiday shoppers! Has

Christmas shoppptag f 7
down? Are yea tired c rie limited
selection of sift ideas around
Wooster? Axe you looking for
something unique and original for
that "special someoncT Would a
special "treat" be the perfect thins
to relieve yoor exam stress?
If the answer to any of these
questions is yes. then the Student
Activities Board Special Events
Committee has a treat in store for
yon. On Friday and Saturday,

a school record, qualified nine

in impromptu speaking and fourth
in informative. Other succesfol
team members include: senior Jennifer McGee, who placed fourth in
rhetorical critism and seventh in
poetry reading: senior Paul Wex-le- r.

spots for Nationals.
Team captain senior Randal Horo-bi- k
sixth in extemporaneous
set a Wooster record by winLfeda, Long,
ning his third different event this; speaking, first-yea-r
year, taking first in persuasive' sixth in extemporaneous and enter
speaking, having previously won

place in impromptu speaking,
with jWexjer winntoe third ia the

Kvanzaa: several groups sponsor events

de

k,

will only contain information

1 about College of Wooster library
materials, not items from other
coQeges
or libraries. COW library
catalog should be installed in
materials inclode items ia AnLibrary. Then nothing hapdrews library , the science libraries
pened antil a year ago. when Carl,
and the music collection in
who bad succeeded Weiss in 1988.
ScfaeadeMosic Center.
started "doing some serious planTbere will be no redactions in
ning."
the staff, neither the 19 regular
Last summer the library finalized its agreement with Innovative staff members nor the 80 student
fnyrf-ffyprf ptyf (tv fKTf Ifyy employees. Bell said. She added.
barcoding of books, a process "We rely heavily on students to
which will be completed next keep os going." There is no room
for reducing the number of emsummer. The total cost for me inployees, she explains, and if the
stallation of INNOPAC is approximately 5500,000. including the cataloging and ff m lTn take less
time due to the new system, the
computer hardwaie and software.
personnel will be needed for other
Both Bell and Curl emphasize
tasks.
that the new electronic catalog
1

An-dre-

strong performance last Saturday at
a tournament at The Ohio State
University. Seven team members,

SAB will be sponsoring the first
in Lowry
Holiday "Mini-mal-T
occor
between
will
Center. This
-1010 7 on Friday and
6 on Saturday. There wfll be eleven vendors, including three Wooster Undents, selling a varied selection of
products. Some of the things to CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
iiems, (Purpose) ; Delta Phi Alpha. Col-- 1
look for pyloric, hand-matoys, lective presentation of Communiclothing, crafts, wood-worjewelry and pottery.
ty Children along with members.
For that international flair a va- Lowry Pit &30 pm.
riety of gifts will be available Thursday. December 13. Knumba
from many different foreign coun- (creativity) ; Black Students Assotries. Special interests may include ciation. Art exhibition of African
goods from India arid tapestries..
A African-Americ- an
students art
work. Lowry Center Lounge.
Friday. December 14. Kopchagu-E- a
; Haramb-e- e.

Andrews Library to install
$500,000 computer system
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

nndetermined, as the turn out for
the evening was lower than expectbecause of all of
ed. This was
the dances and other campus events
going on that evening.
A variety of music was played.
A mixture of students DJ.'d the
event. These included Steve Jones
and Sean Harris for the BSA, and
Andy Gardner and Jonathan Kurdle
for the ISA.

ws

(self-determinati-on)

Video series in Lowry.
1 1:00am - 130pm. Willie Jones -Alumni, lecturer. Lowry 119,
4:00pm.
Saturday, December IS, Umoja
(unity) ; Black Forum SAB.
Kwanzaa Karamu, Umoja Feast.
Guest Speaker. Dr. Nairn Akbar.
Luce Multipurpose Room. 6:30

Dr. Nairn Akbar.

Sunday, December 9, Imani
(faith) ; Gospel Extravaganza by
Black Women's Organization.

De-tailsT- BA.

Monday. December 10. Ujima
(Collective work and Responsabfl-ky- )
; Dene A Dream bouse. Four
dramas with discussion. Lowry
Pit 8:00 pm.
Tuesday, December 11. Ujamaa
(Cooperative economics) ; Ujamaa
House. Video and discoraon dealing with politics and South Africa. Lean lecture room at 730 pm.
Wednesday, December 12. Nia
exhibit for the duration of the cele-bration and the art is from Black
Art Plus in Columbus. Ohio.

--

PbJ.

returns
to our campus and win be the
guest speaker at the closing function of this auspicious week, the
Kwanzaa Karamn,' Umoja Feast.
He is currently a Research Assistant in Clinical Psychology in the
department of psychology at Florida State University in Tallahas- He has been described by
maga7ine as "one of the
Es-xn-ce

world's preeminent

African-Americ-

an

psychologists and a pioneer in the development of an
approach to modern psychology. He is indeed a powerful and
movingly eloquent speaker and has
been lauded across the country for
his outstanding lectures in different settings.
Af-ric- an

Food drlvo collects 576 cans for Pooplo to Pooplo
David Royse
Special to the Voice

y

.

pm. Tickets at front desk.
There will also be an art wall
to the seven principles as follows:

The week before Thanksgiving
break WCWS coordinated a campusfood drive. Through the
-wide
efforts of several organizations.
576 cans of food were collected to
benefit the Wooster community.
The food was donated to People
to People Ministries of Wooster.

on Monday for immediate distribution, according to the station's assistant general manager. Andy
Gardner.

Organizations

which

co-sponso-

red

the drive and assisted
with the collection of canned
goods included: Douglass Hall,
Kenarden Lodge, the Wagner Volunteer Program, Beta Kappa Phi,

Alpha Gamma Phi, The International Students Association. Luce

Hall, the Wooster Chorus, the
Gospel Choir. The Student Activities Board, The Network, Babcock
International HaH. SGA, The Underground, The Scciety of Physics
Students, the Student Alumni Association, the Women's Resource
Center and WCWS.
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Collegiate News
Brown Wall questioned
i

tims of sexual assault. After tak
ing their charges to the Dean and
being turned away, these women
ber 5, 1990, on the Phil devised an alternative to warn other
ahue Show, a woman repre women of their plight and perhaps
senting the media in Providence, prevent the crime from happening
Rhode Island read a proposal that to someone else. Their idea: write
hid just been drafted by the Presi- the name of the aggressor on the
dent of Brown University stating bathroom walL
According to Christin Lahiff, a
that he was proposing changes in
the Code of Conduct at Brown. Brown student who supports the
Tie changes recommended would idea of the "Wall" and appeared as
make violent acts against a person one of the four speakers on the
Donahue panel, "sexual assault
on the basis of gender, sexual
race, religion, national abounds on the Brown campus."
The women on the panel and
origin and political affiliation a
many in the audience said the purbreach of school code.
to serve as a
The statement went on to read pose was two-folttfat if found guilty of any of these warning and to draw attention to
lack of concern shown by 'the adactions, the student could be reministration
to the problem of
is
This
moved from the school.
assault.
sexual
quite a difference from the current
Attention to the problem spread
policy which takes no stand
the country and even attract
across
against these actions; in fact, if a
student at Brown were to press ed the American Civil Liberties
to the case. Un
charges for any of these acts Union
fortunately, the case is split in
against another, the worst punishhalf: on the one side there is the
ment that would 1e given the sn
woman's right to free speech and
offending
student
that
the
dent is
allegations of physical and sex
the
write
a letter of
would have to
ual
assault; and on the other, a viapology to the victim.
t
olation
of the man's right to priva
Donahue-dealThis installment of
possibility of slander or
cy
the
and
with the controversy sur'
libel.
rounding the Brown University
Watt." The "Wall was started
several weeks ago by female vic
Special to the Voice
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Save now on select color Macintosh systems.
Now throughJanuary 5, 1991, lake advantage of special savings when you

hjy a Macintosh

Dsi,

HiResdutimra

EAST AUDI'0j

F7--

R

222 W.

Liberty St.. Wcoster. Ohio

44691

(216) 261.21 51

Quality

;

Audio and Video Equipment

Hi-- Fi

JVC Sony

Yamaha

;

Quality

1

Hi-- Fi

Home Speakers

Polk Audio

Bose

Quality Autosound Systems

j

Yamaha

1

Pioneer

JVC

Hifonics

"We do our own installations."

4
I

Repair of all brands of stereo equipment

Complete line of audio and video accessories
including Maxell and TDK tapes

Whether you choose the new Macintosh Dsi, Apple's latest
system Cfr trie Macintosh Ed, kne
maiimiim-perfbr-

m

be getting a system

tf lasting va

system with the AppleColor

!

Far East
Hours:
i

off items not already discounted
with College of Wooster ID .
Audio-Wher- e
Monday-Thursda- y

Friday
Saturday

Quality Is Not Expensive
y:3UAM-:UUF-

9:30AM-9:00P- M
9:30AM-5:00P- M

M

High-Resoluti-

RGB Monitor.

on

Hurry in today for a closer look at these Macirtoshn systems. Youll praise
arid
well complimetf
value,
which system you choose.
-
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Voice and Golliard
from 11 to 11:45

a.m. on Tuesday,
December 11 In'
Kauke 127.

:

pottfcd bfhw.

Now is the time to

There will be an
open house on the

to

!

-

For computer Information, visit
or call David Waluse at X2245
Taylor Hall, Room 311

:

10

to

Monitor.0

start thinking about

Winter Break travel plans.

Flair Travel .Consultants Inc.

346 E. Bowman Street

(near McDonalds)

WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
For all your travel needs

CALL (216)

Registered Ohio Travel Agent TA0305

264-650-

5
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Viewpoints
Letters

Inside Column

Does freedom of speech
exist at Woostcr?

SGA funding deadline poorly planned

I cherish freedom of expression.
I am writing to make known
ally the most hectic and stressful
Why is this liberty so important
SARA SUTHERLAND
campus
displeasure
of
the
as the semester comes to an end
to the
to roe, personally? I plan to deVoice Features Editor
Program
to with lots of papers and presentaBabcock International
vote the rest of my life to profes
the SGA Funding Allocation tions. It is irresponsible of the
sional journalism. Without the right to express my thoughts and to
actions. For anyone
Committee's
Funding Allocation Committee to
communicate my views honestly, I would not respect my career
Funding
know,
the
who
does
not
the dates of application
change
choice.
made
has
Committee
Allocation
the end of the previous sefunds
Woostcr
to
of
College
mefti
to the
But what does freedom of speech
application
proper publicity
Allocation
without
Funding
mester
as a community?
notification.
semester
next
available
advance
for
forms
and
To begin with, let me point out that The College of Woostcr is a
immediately, with a due date of
Most organizations, as ours
Liberal arts institution. Hence, the state does
private church-relate- d
classDecember 14, the last day of
does, meet on a weekly basis. This
not have any influence in the management and administration here
es.
only allows for two meetings to
We all knew that Woostcr was a private institution when we were
organizaan
of
the
As
treasurer
choose programs for the next sehigh school seniors, filling out admissions forms. Then we were ad
funding.
SGA
on
depends
that
tion
mester and a budget for all of
mitted, under the understanding that we would abide by the Code of
lack
in
of
the
disappointed
am
I
them, and for anyone hoping to
Social Responsibility established by this private institution. I refer
d
last
The
action.
a program this makes tim
this
foresight
in
you to your "Scots Key" pages 50 -68.
tradition
are
classes
weeks
few
of
In section I, it says "Informed by the values derived from ks Judco- Christian heritage, the College both recognizes persons in their indi
viduality and also affirms the social dimension of human existence."
The code goes on to explain that these guidelines of social responsiaway? All I go in there for is to
How many times do inconsiderbility were set up to protect an environment conducive to learning.
fill up my stomach. I don't want
others:
make
ate smokers have to
To maintain a comfortable academic life here we must be sensitive to cough; get up and leave; give an order of second-han- d
smoke for
the feelings and concerns of everyone we come in contact with- - other
lungsit's too costly.; And
mean stares, or ask them to stop ;my
students, faculty, administration, men, women, all races, heterosexuwhat about the lounges whor has
smoking before they realize they
als, homosexuals - everyone.
,
to leave when just one person
have no freedom breached when a
respon
Let's face the facts. Read the code we have some big time
lights up?
policy is implementsibilities here. We have limitations as to what we can say and how
Obviously not the smoker. If s
ed?
we treat people. If wc make someone urcomfortable, they may cease
were considerate she would
stuhe
Woostcr
week,
two
Last
lo do well academically. We are here to be educated.
come
back after &yhe had made his
Voice
dents wrote a letter to the
If you verbally harass or intimidate any member of the College
her final puffs. So the smoker
revealing that the new (overdue)
community through racial, ethnic, religious, gender or sexuality or
smoking policy denied them of argues, "I have the same right to
ientated slurs and speech, you are clearly responsible and this means constitutional rights. I'm tired of be there as you do!" Sure sbe
in most cases a judicial board case.
does- - if we're on equal terms. But I
listening to these people. Their arSo, do we have freedom of expression within the walls of Woostcr?
thought chemical warfare breached
gument is ridiculous no, hypoYes, we do. We are encouraged to understand each other. To relate to
a fundamental moral code
critical.
each other we must communicate our ideas, our fears, our feelings.
Smokers who feel that their abiliWhose rights are violated when I
We can have this communication without the use of harsh slurs.
ty
smokto smoke is too regulated are
can't eat in Mom's because
And no. this communication will not always be easy. It takes hard
right There shouldn't have to be
ers are inconsiderately puffing
work to break down barriers, so that we may relate lo each other.
We have the freedom here to ask questions, and lo come forward and
state our thoughts. We have the responsibility to try as hard as we
I
Scrooge-..i- a
can to be open minded. We do not have to wholeheartedly accept another person's lifestyle or beliefs, but to grow personally and to live
peacefully among this College community we must attempt to come
to an understanding of mutual respect.
The only thing we are asked not to do is to hold prejudice within
ourselves. We do not have the right to be ignorant and callous towards the feelings of others. It is every College member's right to
feel cornfbrtable here.
And to those who think this code of social responsibility is just an
other facet of the Utopian" community we have going here at Woostcr. and that it is not preparing us for the real world, I have a few
things lo say. This code is probably the most valuable, useful thing
we will learn here at Woostcr. If in four years I leave here with an
understanding of bow crucial it is to communicate with all different
types of people, in a way that makes everyone feel at ease, I wiU have
a complete education, ni be ready to adequately express myself with
anyone I come face lo face with in this "real world!"
The only freedom of expression we are not entitled to at Woostcr is
an expression of ignorance, which results in stereotypical slurs. We
have the freedom to come to touch with and value each other through
speech. How can we come to know each other betler if we do not use
language respectful and personally acceptable lo each of us?

ing even more difficult since this
should be ironed out before applications are turned in.
The Funding Allocation Committee did not announce this action
before they proceeded and has left
many executive boards, including'
ours, scrambling for ideas and dealing with angry members.
I certainly hope others with the
same complaint as mine make
them public. The only way to
keep this from happening again is
to make the error known.
Jeannie Benson .
Babcock Treasurer

co-fun-

Smoking Policy combats inconsideration
--

no-smoki-

ng

I)a

chrisms

any rules about smoking. There
wouldn't be if smokers had been
historically considerate. However,
a majority of smokers have had
--

tnecavafitr alulaQertratthey can
light up anywhere-- that everyone
loves it as much as they do.
The only reason there is a rule
1

is that people like me don't want
to have to ask smokers to stop
everytime they pull from their-- :
pack. The policy stands because'
we have asked someone else to do
.
this for us.
I stand behind President Copeland
and praise him for the implementation of the smoking regulations.
Eric Hicks
Wooster student
.
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The Writings on the Walls

Commentary

"

Urban Studies major questions poster defamation

The

List" has been making
headlines for over two weeks
Inside
now. "The List" was discossed
Out
this past Tuesday on Phil Dona-ho- e.
&
"The List" is a fight against
rape and sexual assault. "The
Upside
list" is a straggle against inactivDown
ity. "The List" involves the
names of 30 men written on the
William Van Cleave
walls of the women's bathrooms
at Brown University, men who, according to the women, are guilty of
sexual assault or rape.
"The List" puts me in a difficult position. On the one hand, it is a
list of men who, according to the female authors, managed to avoid the
weak and ineffective system currently in place at Brown University.
These are men who have assaulted and raped other human beings, and I
do not condone rape and sexual assault.
The women of Brown say that if it prevents just one rape, it's worth
iL If just one woman does not get assaulted because of "The List."
then it has helped women. But this is contradictory to the women's
motivation for making "The List." The motivation, they claim, is to
battle the inactivity and neglect of Brown administrators. Why. then,
are these women attacking the rapists rather than the institution? .
The women from Brown would probably question my commitment
to their cause. Two years ago, when members of the student body,
myself included, took on the system here at Wooster, it was the most
frustrating experience of my life: red tape, needlessly wasted time, etc
I can sympathize with the women at Brown who are also fighting
against an ineffective system, one which seems far worse than Woost-er- s.
I understand their struggle and fight for a fair system, for I have
struggled for such things here.
The women said on Donahue mat they didnt understand why everyone was worried about these, men., when the institution didn't care
jb&wpmen (aweU as inen) in support pf The
List1 wanted to know why they hadnt been worrying about the women
all these years? I respect this. Brown's administration, along with
campuses, businesses and courts across the nation, has been neglect-in- g
survivors of sexual assault and rape. But since none of the Brown
women are blaming roe rapists for the ignorance of the administration.
I dont see why the printing of these rapists' names has suddenly become the solution.
names of key administrators
written
the
have
Maybe they should
women's experiences as
.degrade
who habitually ignore, trivialize and
survivors of sexual assault and rape on the walls. ,
Then these women would direct attention not at the rapists, but instead, at the institutions within society which condone and permit their
behavior.

aboet-woiHeiiaiAJ-
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Voice Goest Commentator

As a student in the Urban Studies department, I feel a responsibility to respond to the Urban
Studies bulletin board in the basement of Kauke. On the bulletin
board hangs an advertisement for
the major including a poster size
picture of five senior majors, including myself, and a slogan reading "We're looking for a few good
man and women. Be among the
.

'

strong, the brave... the Urban
Studies majors." Just over a week
ago, an anonymous individual
wrote "just whites?" on the picture. In the slogan, "Urban Stud- -,
ies" was changed to read "Religious
Studies." I chose to address this
issue in the hopes that my personal reaction will lead to thoughtful
discussion and that the writer or
other concerned people might feel
willing to more clearly express
their opinions.
When I first saw the "just
whites?" comment on the poster, I
was at a loss as to bow to respond.
Icoulda't: understand .what- - this
might mean about me personally
as well as as my major to which I
had devoted three years of my life.
My initial response was to ask, is
this justified? Should I feel per-

L

"the few," "the strong," "the
brave" that the Department had

Prodnctton
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Allegations against SGA
not "wholly; correct"
Assembly-- ;
We would like to thank you for . cents at any General
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meeting.
the front page coverage of Ihe SGA
'
The meetings are on Thursday
in your article: entitled.
reHendrickson
evenings
and
at 7 pjn. in the Faculty
Toensmeier
calling
Lowry Center and are
it.
Lounge
in
sign from SGA
y,
Unforta-naiclopen to the campus community.
pretentious and elitist.'"
included in Petitions are available at the Lowthe tflf
the article were not wholly correct ry Front Desk for any student who
or accurate is interested in serving as an
often
are
perceptions
.
However,
representative to the General,
reality. Therefore, we would Eke to Assembly. - '
invite any member of the campus
Respectfully submitted,
'
community who is concerned Jennifer Belmont
.
about the agenda of the Student
Amy Felix
Government to address thesecoo- SGA Cabinet members
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The writer's intent is not clear to
me. Was he or she responding to
the. language of the advertisement,

Editor-in- -

'-

e

sonally offended?

11.

at-lar-

chosen to use. Was the poster insensitive and did it create the perception of exclusion? I thought
back on the discussions I had on
racial issues in the past four years.
Was it a personal criticism of me?
What might I have said or done
that was ignorant and offensive?
Or was it a reaction to arguments
made by Ed Koch several weeks
ago? If so, I was angered at the
former mayor's comments also.
Or it is possible that comment was
simply an emotional response to
frustration with a professor or a
poor grade. Or more seriously,
was the comment aimed at the curriculum of the department? Is it
possible that someone might feci
that our program is exclusive?
Does the author feel that Black
Studies perspectives and require- - :
ments are either underrepresentated
or misrepresented? Are Urban
Studies faculty always as accurate
in their attitude towards the black
community as they should be?
Although Tm not sure that I can
sufficiently answer any of these
questions, I think that my personal
response is worth sharing. After-threand a half years at Wooster
and several meaningful
experiences, I am comfortable saying that in many ways I am a
"privileged" individual. It's true
that I grew up in a financially
stable family in an all white suburban community.' Undoubtedly, I :
am fortunate to have a $60,000-plu-s
' College of Wooster education that
is potentially very "marketable."

Ann Marshall

C5rculation Manager.
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.
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The difficult question is how do I
choose best to use these opportunities? This is not an easy question for me and one that as a senior I struggle with often. . Clearly,
these issues will become even
more complicated as I make difficult choices about potentially influential positions available to me.
Although challenging, I have
found it rewarding to be critical of
my own assumptions and to
ways seek to understand others'
perspectives. For example, in my
IS, I study both race and poverty.
I cannot claim to have experienced
either. Regardless of how hard I
try, I will not be able to fully understand what it means to be either
black or poor. But it does not
mean that I should cease trying to
learn about these issues or stop
questioning my personal values.
I support continuous reevalua-tio- n
of the curriculum in all departments, including Urban Studied. If there is a perspective that
Urban Studies majors should have
that is missing, then we should
know about it. If some students
leel that an Urban Studies major is
not open to them, then we should
something about iL Aldo
though this is a liberal arts college, I agree that the campus too
infrequently questions what we believe and is unwilling to take the
time to change that which in unfair and outdated. Any decisions
that can move us closer to these
ideals will in my opinion be good
ones.
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.. The Wooster Voice is published each Friday during the academic year except during break and exam periods by the students of The College of Wooster.
: We welcome all typed, double spaced letters to the editor
which do not exceed 300 words. Letters must be received by 5
pjn. on the Tuesday before publication. Editorials and opinion
columns are me responsibility of the writm and do not necessarily reflect the cpinic of me ether membOT
Subscriptions to The Voice are $25 for the year and $ 15 far a
semester. Oversees subscripitions are $45. Subscription orders
and other commentary must be addressed to The Wooster
The College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio
Voice,
C-31- 87,

44691,(216)263-259-
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Letter

Groups are being attacked on campus
Last Friday I wrote a letter to
the editor about the Lambda
Wooster ads being deliberately
ripped out of the Potpourri It was
something I felt I Deeded to do to
show people that blatant discrimination does exist on ftf campus.
On Monday there was an anonymous letter in my mailbox. It
was written on a cute green Car-fiePost-I- t
note (which is a
Garfield) and it
like
shame since I
something
more
said simply "Find
useful to write about." Enclosed
with it were three torn out ads
from the Potpourri.
The whole thing was signed (7)
by someone just calling him or
herself "Straight," but the word
was written in quotation marts,
which in English grammar denotes
a falsity or questioning. So possibly this person does not realJy
know if be or she is 'straight or
not, and maybe that b why Lambda ads pose such a threat.
They were also possibry responsible for the increased number of
vandalized Potpourris this week
(again at some of the same tables
ld

frequented mostly by the same
groups night after night). Bat in
my opinion no amount of spilled
ink will change such hateful views
if they are strong enough to cause
a letter to be sent to me through
campus mail because I addressed a
concern. So why am I reporting
this in the school paper? Because
I am tired of people thinking that
there are no problems on campus
than what certain groups bring up
themselves.
A young woman ivnriatrri with
a club remarked near me that she
was upset that people could not
say anything on this campus
out getting jumped on by one
group or another. Obviously she
was referring to past standards of
what is acceptable by society and
thought that the problem lay with
the groups and not with the standards oppressive to those groups.
I was not surprised. As a white
member of this campus I have
been able lo see such thinking at
work by my "peers" (notice the
quotation marks).
Whoever sent the note did not

WAAP not

exclusive

The Wooster Alliance Against
Ilad Linda Long attended the first
feel that his or her thoughts on the
is by no means an excluPrejudice
meeting of the Wooster Alliance
subject of Lambda being able to
Against Prejudice (which everyone sive group. Any Wooster student
advertise were valid enough to
else I know was able to figure out may attend meetings or become an
sign his or her name to if.
was in November), then her letter active member. If, for instance,
And since I had no way of reto the editor last week may have someone feels that students are besponding to this rude attack perbeen very different. She would ing prejudged based solely on their
sonally, I would like to take this
now understand that the purpose of involvement in a club or section,
forum to say that I cannot think of
or that some individuals are hacan only be deteranything more important to write the Alliance
rassed because of their manner of
mined by the students who particiabout than hurtful prejudice at this
dress, then he or she should bring
college. I do not plan to change pate.
No one has predetermined which this concern to the attention of the
your thinking. Only you have the
other members of the Alliance.
issues of prejudice need to be adability to do that. I want other
The goals we strive for and the
fact,
campus.
that
In
dressed on
people who may be on the decision is part of an ongoing pro- directions we take are only limited
"inside" of society to realize there cess in which any student's conby our own willingness to take
is a problem and it needs to be cerns can te aired atid considered by part.
"
corrected.
;. Hopefully, we; as students of the
- her or his peers.
If you can come up with one inIf Ms. Long feels that there is a College of Wooster, will all take
telligent, thoughtful, meaningful strong undercurrent of Reebok ha- advantage of this excellent oppor-ban-d
reason as to why lambda should tred on campus, and that these prejtogether against
not advertise in the Potpourri
and hatred, and to provide
udiced feelings are limiting, conplease take that up with President trolling or otherwise adversely af- a more accepting learning atmosSave fecting the lives of several stuCbpeland at his leisure.
phere, rather than to criticize and
my mailbox for my library book dents, she can present this informaridicule each other over inconsedue-da- te
reminders, which are more tion at the next meeting for all the quential typing errors.
interesting that your homophdbia students so discuss nd.decidwjhat.
action, if any, should be taken.
.
Wooster student and a lot more meaningful.
Gary Devore
Wooster student
ig-nora-

nce

T-

How do you feel about the U.N.'s decision
to support military action In tho Middle

o
o

East after January 15? (Quotes by Kim
Douglass, photos by Mike Pepper)

V

1

7.
.!

Ideal agree wimk.

Idontfeel

that the price of oil is worth the
lives of so many military troops."
Jennifer Madox,:

1 don't agree widi military action

but Td lie to see what happens
with the talks and to see what happens on January 15 if he pulls out.
I hope that there's a peaceful resolution."
Anne Dougherty,:

.

'

'.'".I

"I disagree with the decision
most of the countries that
seemed
voted
lo have been inby
feUnhed Stales.
fluenced
Why wasn't a resolution passed
when the United Stales invaded
be--ca-

Parana and Grenada?

Raa

Zuirkjoar

"ucr

-

use

"I support it 100. I think it's
the right thing to do if you look at
the tustorical aspect of k tfs the
same as what Germany did in 1936
where we had a chance lo stop it."
Chris Brown, first-year

1 think ifs good that the United
Nations is sticking together. Yon
donl want one man taking so
much power Lke IHder did."
Lauren Dujmusic sopbomore

.
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I appreciate that the Voice print
trim-ed an article about the Wooster Alliance Against Prejudice (WAAP).
This alliance formed not only to
"combat racism." but to explore
all forms of prejudice and difference. We believe that everyone is
aGccfcd by prejudice and there is
not one person at one time or another who has not experienced the

implication of being different.
WAAP is meant to be a neutral
space for an open forum on this

would

topic
The idea is to share different
opinions, siot to proclaim a politically correct rhetoric We cannot
begin to understand each other un-t- il

We believe it is fine to disagree
and that constructive confrontation
not only breeds understanding but
also an open human environment.

we stop the perpetuation of

no

cause

for

"underground prejudice."

ErikaCPoetbig
Wooster student

Smoking Policy

has support
I feel a need to respond to J.. community. More than half of the
Gaston Dallas' and D.C Pancake's faculty, as well members of the
letter entitled. "Smoking Policy: staff, and several hundred students
Breach cJFrieedom"at Wooster."
"to 'over1 tte 'past' few weeks."
write Dallas and Pancake, "quite
against the will of all students, faculty and employees of the College. Henry TCiss Me I Don't

Copeland has again
stroked his overlord wand and

'Smoke

spewed yet another serious threat
to the First Amendment."
Couched in the authors'
attempts at humorous .
writing are blatant inaccuracies
which I feel the need to address. It
seems important to note that
Copeland decided not, to put the
policy into effect for the current
semester so that be could see
whether such a policy had support
among members of the campus
over-sexualiz-

ed

"

The Omegas got a bum rap.
seminar was an attempt
students
to indoctrinate first-yeinto the liberal ideology espotised
by the College. A Black Studies
requirement is unnecessary. Women Studies as a major is a joke.
Many of us could make very elo
quent arguments for the positions
above and others could just as eloquently make arguments against
them. Many of us believe that
only one side is ever presented at
the College, and others maintain
that "the other side" is present at
the glance of a newspaper.
The Wooster Alliance Against
Prejudice (WAAP) has the potential to represent and be a forum for
the expression of many viewpoints that exist on the issue of
prejudice but are not currendy be
ing beard for a variety of reasons.
Granted, there are those who be
First-ye- ar

ar

, I was very disturbed by the arti
cle written by Robb DeGraw in
the November 30 issue of the
Voice He admitted in his article
that be was ignorant on the sub
ject of hunting, and it is sad that a
columnist would write on a sub
ject about which that columnist
knows nothing.
I would never presume to write
about sports, so why does he
think he can make judgments on a
group of people he knows nothing

g

to do with First Amendment
rights?
I for one am thrilled that I am
now free to walk into buildings all
around campus and avoid the cloud
that has for so long covered our
campus community.
William Van Cleave
Intern, Reading & Writing Center

WAAP: What iTs about
VaWai

C-Hy-ouDooj

a poli
signed petitions-supportincy which regulates smoking on
campus. Many of these petition
signers, in the end. showed support for Copelanrs smoking policy as well.
First Amendment rights are being cited yet again in a battle over
health. Since when does involuntary manslaughter have anything

about?

.

At a college which stresses di
versity and frowns upon prejudice
and unacceptance, this article
should not be looked upon as any
different than a racist or homo
phobic article. The generalizations
and stereotypes mentioned, such as
lots of hunters are crazy" and
"they'll shoot at anything" are
comparable to those which have
for hunplagued
are just
they
that
years
in
dreds of
on
ignor
as unfounded and based
Afro-America-

H 0

13

8
J

5
(57

HAIRSM1THS
Walk-in- s

N. . Mcrfeett

SlU,;..-Sci5tt-

c

ns

Correction
The front page article in last

week's

Welcome
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Letters

miamArstanciinw.
I am puzzled that Ms. Shun
only mentioned the Omegas newsletter. Prejudice cannot be limited
to only certain groups of people.
certain organizations and certain
issues.
If room for the type of dialogue
that WAAP espouses had already
been established on this campus in
a way mat worked, perhaps there

be

Voice"

edition

titled

'Tornsmrirr and Ifcndrickson rn
from SO A calling it
re-si-

.112

frreterakwsandeEnsf incorrect- ly stated that elections will be
held to fill the General Assembly. Students 'will be inter
viewed and selected for those
two ponnont, :

place in this group, we certainly
expect that people will hurt in discussions of this nature.
Our first meeting was therapeutic;
we opened ourselves to strangers.
This process in and of itself is
painful; yet, it should not be a final step in working through the
problems all of us have with prejudice.
I encourage you to attend the
next Wooster Alliance Against
Prejudice meeting. This is the
place to share your ideas about this
article. How can we be expected to
understand your point if we don't
communicate face to face. If you
agree or don't agree we most certainly want you to be heard. We
believe that yon have something to
offer and we look forward to hearing your voice.
Elissa Schwartz
Wooster student

lieve that American culture and society represents and upholds the
ideals of white, male capitalism;
yet. does this representation mean
that it is not helpful to discuss issues we all encounter, whether we
sympathize with some particular
ideas or not?
It would be most unfortunate
should the final form of the
WAAP be a liberal,
already-involved-with-these-iss-

.

ues

organi-

zation. In an effort to not be redundant we solicit the active participation of the entire campus; not
just those who are assured that
their views will be shared. As
many of us know, prejudice has
many ugly forms.
We hope to be able to unite as a
community and explore our commonalities as well as our differences. Although it is understood that
hurtful intentions shall have no

has its merits

ance.

'.

I would like to clear up some
misconceptions on which this article is based, hunters wear "blaze
orange" as a security measure
against accidental shootings. This
is to let hunters know that there
are others in the area so they can
be extra careful to be sure of what
is behind their target. Also, if
Robb would have consulted a biologist, he would have found that
deer, like most nocturnal mammals, are believed to be colorblind.
Hunting is a very important
pan of the culture of many people
in this country. It is a tradition
that has been passed down through
my family for many generations,
and will continue on to my children as well. Robb seems to think
that there is no skin involved in
hunting. Good shooting and hunting skills take as much practice as
any pitcher or quarterback needs to
become an expert.

For most hunters, the kill is not
the highest point of the hunting
experience. Being in the outdoors
and getting exercise, rather than
playing Nintendo or watching
football all day, really appeals to
many people. When an animal is
harvested, it is with some regret,
but if the meat is utilized, and if
mementos such as the antlers are
kept, the death was not useless.
Besides this, hunting is an important conservationalist tool. If
there were no hunters to control
populations, disease would run

--

rampant, there would be considerable crop damage, and the incidence

of collisions with motorists
would skyrocket

I hope that if we learn anything
at all at this college, it will be to
keep an open mind. Let's experience things and get the facts before we make judgments.
Aaron Becker
Wooster student

COLGATE UNIVERSITY

. . .invites you to consider a career in teaching.
Colgate University offers the Master of Arts in Teaching
deferee to liberal arts graduates interested in teaching hifeh
school science, mathematics, English, and social studies.
Generous financial aid is available to qualified students.
For more information write to Colgate University. Jo Anne
Pakano. Chair. Department of Education. 13 Oak Drive.
Phone (315)
Hamilton. 13346-1398.

824-100-

0.
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Arts
musical groups give
concerts to celebrate holiday season

In

SHAWN FERRY, Voice Aits Editor

Masaohko ILBaoda
Voice

SurfT

The Canton Ballet win perform

"The Nutcracker" at the Palace
Theatre ia downtown Canton on December 14, 15, and 16. It win
feature a cast of 100 costumed characters against the new backdrop
which the dance company premiered last year.
Bruce Jams of the Ohio Ballet wiU guest as the Sugar Plum Cava
lier while the role of Drosselineyer win be po
versify Dance professor Jerry Burr. Choreography for tbe ballet is
bandied by Artistic Director Cassandra Crowley, Assistant Director
Carol Hageman and Resident Oxreographer Angek) Lemmo.
Performances will be at 8 pjn. on Friday, December 14, at 2 pjn.
and 8 pjn. on Saturday, December 15 and 2 pjn. on Sunday, December 16. Tickets are on sale now at the Canton Ballet box office in the
Cultural Center for the Arts, 1001 Market Ave. North. Cost is $9 for
adulu and S6 for children 18 yean cr younger. Croup rates are also
available. To reserve scats call the box office at (216)
hours prior to the performance.
Tickets must be picked up forty-eigTickets win also go on sale at the Palace Theatre box office an hour
before the performance at the cost of $10 and $7.
-

Writer

tt a son

is once
again upon us, the season of good
cheer and well wishes tor all
The Christmas

ho-mantm-

ri.

As is always, the music

department will be on hand to
present to the campus and the
community a series of concerts.

.

and Around Wooster

The Wooster Chorus, led by its
dynamic director John Russell, will
present two concerts. Tbe programs will include A Ceremony
for Choir and Harp by Benjamin
Brioea. Tbe Chorus will feature
noted Harpist, Patrice Lock hart
Jenks TJ1. A native of Springfield,
Missouri and a graduate of Wooster, Patrice Jenks studied music at
the Cleveland Institute of Music
where she obtained her masters degree in music In addition to being
a featured performer with the College of Wooster Symphony Orchestra dung her years in college,
she has also appeared with the
Omaha Symphony, the Oklahoma '
Symphony and the chamber Orchestra Oklahoma City just to
name a few. Ia 1933, as acting
principle harpist wira the Atlanta
Symphony Orchestra, she participated ia a.
Cr Jiuiuy-winci.
recording and the Orchestra's East
CbastCaroepc IIa3 toor.
The Director, John Russell, B.
Mas. and M. Mus. both hi orgaa
from Oberfia College and the Bos--k
University School for the Arts
has been a professor of mrrric
since 1974. He has also studied
eziessively and grvea recitals and
concerts ia Europe. Under his directorship the Wootaer Chorus has
performed twice at the Joha F.
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in Washington, D.C
The Wooster String Ensemble,
ander the new direction of June
ng

Deforest, violin and viola will
also be a pan of the two concerts.
June Deforest is a Dnzshal Disaa- - gnithrd Visidcg Professor
of Ma-s- ic
She has a BAfos.
for 1990-9and kL kLu. from the Manhattan
School of Music where she was
1.

the violin student of Raphael
Bronstrin. Deforest has performed

452-409- 8.

ht

The Wayne County Performing Arts Council

.

.

.

Harpist Patrice Lockhart Jenks, a 1S31 Wooster graduala, wd Join
the YVoosJer Cnorus tor their two upcoming concerts and w3 also- perform a sob rectal inSctekfe at 8: 15 pm Saajrday.
- -W"!I C.TS
rt
at anmeroas concerts across the Brazil where he performed with

country and has played for distinguished orchtsttas such as the
Lyric Opera of Chicago Orchestra
and me American Ballet Theater in
New York. . .
The Wooster Brass Ensemble
will also perform si these two
concerts. This ensemble is led by '
David Loeschea, French Horn.

nomerous orchestras.
Also accompanying her win be
students Karen Rhoad and Charles

BJtfos. Ed. who has been at

also answer questions about playing the harp. While she is here she
win be holding lectures in the
music department and advising
students about possible careers in
music.
The concern , are as follows:
Friday. December 7 at & 15 prn
Wooster Chorus - Scheide Music
Center, Saturday. December Sat
8:15 pm - Solo Harp Recital -Scheide Music Center; Sunday,
December 9 at 4:00 pm - Wooster
Chorus -- Scheide Music Center '
' Tkkets are available at Lowry
Center and advance purchase is required. General admission is $4.00
and txadexas S2J00. College of.
. Wooster students get in free, but
are stUl required lo pick up tickets
- - from Lowry.

--

Wooster suxl986", bat studied at
the State University of New York.
Since 1921 Mr. Loeschea has
been a member of the Canton
Symphony Orchestra. He has performed with other orchestras and
also done freelance recording and
television work.

Jenks will be with ss for a
whole week and that in addition to
performing; with the Chorus will
also give some solo recitals, the
main one being on Saturday, December 8. She win be accompanied by Jose Rua, clarinet and
saxophone, who was appointed at
the CoTJese as Wooster ia 199a
Mr Rua who has a MJtfus.frbm
Boston University is a native of
Portugal and spent some time in

.

(Violist). Alexis Sparks (cellist)
and Erika Fischer (flute). She win

perCHO Man - Women. Summer
I
Vm Round PHOTOGRAPHERS.

fTOUR CUCtS. RECREATION PERSONNEL!

Canco
bh plus fVSJt VMl
MUH
HaaMM, Bahm-Sou Pacific. UmsKO.
CALL NOWI CaM iwkM9.
m,

-- 203-73

3-Q7- 75,

CxtJIl

.

under the direction of
Edward Maclary wi3 present their annual Holiday Pops Concert on
Tuesday, December 11 at 8:15 pjn. at E. J. Thomas Performing Arts
Han. Joined with the Chorus and Baritone Alfred Anderson, the performance wiU include such holiday favorites as "Joy to the World,"
."Silent Night" and "Deck the Halls." Also joining the ensemble win
be Guest Conductors Keith Lockhart and JeffPaolano. Tickets for the
show win run $16, $13 and $10 with group and student rates available. To order tickets can the Akron Symphony office at 535-- 8 131.

Caribbean
Tan
42912 E. Liberty
(next to Dino's)

-

.

Wooster

263-466-

1

6

Month Unlimited - Only $29.95
Call for an appointment and
package.
'
'-'o-

ther

-

-'-

1-

Schol.nhtps, fellowships
& grants.
Ed's Services
Box 3006
Boston, MA 02130

r

Tbe Akron Symphony Orchestra

Hana (Violin s). Laura Pass
have two Pit stops ia Lowry,
Tuesday (noon) and Thursday
(noon), at which time she will

win
present "Oliver!" in the auditorium of the Walnut Street School in
Wooster, Ohio. The show will run from Thursday, December 6
December 9. AU performances wiU begin at 730 pjn. except for the
Sunday matinee which begins at 4:00 pjn. The cast consists of resi
dents of Wayne County and surrounding areas. Cast as the title charac
ter, Oliver Twist, is Dalton resident Scott Myers. Orville resident
and "Ty
ponaOnie,w4reprise hirple sJFagin. rhejnaster-thje- f,
Weber will portray the Artful Dodger, General admission tickets are
$5.00 and are available at Maurer Pharmacy, Wayne Center' for the
Arts, or at the door on performance nights.

-

.

Clnssitiefis

nfi

Srf- - Prrk Trr Frats. Club- - Indenmrtpr.t
saper ScsSkJ tours. Fm M?v
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Dance Concert is innovative blend of movement and design
Koppert. choreographed one of the
most memorable pieces of the concert "Red Tape n focuses on the

Kristin L. Flachsbart
Voice Theatre Reviewer

The 1990 Fall Dance Concert,
the third in a scries of theatre departmental productions, opened
last night in Freedlander Theatre.
show provides a
The seven-piec- e
variety
delightful
of student and
professional choreography which
is both entertaining and
thought-provokin-

g.

Wooster dance' professor, Kim

Tritt, along with Dana Dodge

delight to watch.
"D.ogs R.un TJjxler Crey
SJdes" provides a moving commentary on drugs. Choreographed
subject of censorship and its
on the creation of new art. by Amy Steigbigel and Murray
Tritt and Koppert perform on two Welsh, the dance uses two stools
giant scaffolds, while other silto represent the drugs. The dancers
in
the
perform
houetted dancers
are drawn to the stools and interact
background and in the orchestra pit. with them as they experience "up
Tritt is hysterical in her role of an
and (town" emotional states.
The light design for DJUJ.G.S.
artist who eventually conforms to
complemented the choreography
"the system" ofred tape and bu- reaucracy in order to be in the spot- with its splashes of bright, intense
light. Her temper tantrums are a
color which tinted the dancers and
hin-deran- ces

ments.
Other student choreographed
dances included "Sin O'Man: Spice
of Life," by Laurie Naranch and .
Murray Welsh, and Dea Baab's
"Brainstorm," which had dazzling
blade, bronze and silver costumes
designed by Stephen G. Alexander.

Guest artist Robert Post performed three comic pieces, includ-

ing a juggling stick routine, a
spoof pa ballet technique and a
movement monologue called

Footlights adds comedy to WCWS
night to 2 a.m. on WCWS radio.
The show features the trademark

Matthew Teg" Smith
Erik Ackerman

Editor's Note: Smtih and

are

co-found-

ers

classic rock of the original
Acker-ma- n

"Nightthrob" and comedy sketches

of written and performed

by
"Footlights." Later on during next
semester. "Footlights" will be performing a live radio show out of
Scholroy Theatre as part of the
Theatre Department's "Fringe" ser-

"Speaking of Love." All pieces

accented their spiraling move-

included improvisation with the
audience's responses.
The technical aspect of the con-

cert ran smoothly, with flowing
light cues and sound fades. Occasionally, the pauses between the
dances seemed to last too long.
The Fall Dance Concert is a
blend of innovative choreography
and design and is highly entertaining and moving. It runs tonight
and tomorrow at 8: 15 p.m. Tickets are available at the box office.

"Jtv

Vore, Tim Russell, Heidi Ertel,
Eric Parks, Gardner Key. Cricket
Foell, Steve Schroeter, Chris Far-rel-l.
Dave Youel, Suzy Salmon. "Footlights" was created to
be a forum for students to explore
their creative abilities and to enjoy
making one another laugh. Those

J-

-

.v

At!

"Footlights.''
"Don't Throw Shoes" may be
the most visible comedy group on
the College of Wooster campus.
of os who originally formed
For
one.
only
the
are
not
they
"Footlights" hope that there is
but
comedy
show,
entitled enough interest in both the group
ies. The
the past two years, a
"Footlights Mystery "Theatre," u a and the snow for them to continue
"parody of classic American radio long after our departure from the
for the College radio station's late mystery dramas such as "The College of Wooster. We also hope
Shadow" and "Green "Hornet."
night show "Nightthrob."
that other people interested in
Other members of the group be- comedy and radio get involved
This year's incarnation of
are Johanna with groups like ours or to form
"Nightthrob," . entitled "Footlights sides the
airs
Gary De-- their own groups.
Nightthrob"
Norton,
presents
Salmon, Thane
every Friday evening from mid

VJlt

"

'A I.

co-foun- der

VISA INFORMATION SERVICE
B-- l,

B-- 2,

E-- l,

F-- l,

H-- l,

J-- l,

E-- 2

L- -l

PERMANENT RESIDENCY VISA
The foregoing visas vary according to their requirements and
conditions, a few examples: Mandating a return to the country of
origin, employment authorization, conducting business activities
among many various terms.
A Lecture Presentation on U.S. Visas: Terms & Conditions
Date: December 15, 1990, 2:00PM
Place: Wooster Inn
Ticket price: $25.00; $30.00 for payment received
three days before lecture date.
To order send check or money order with
return address" to:
V.I.S. .
2394 Saybrook Road
University Heights, Ohio 44118

Texas Tea Members (left to right) shown here are John Darby "91,
Tom White "91, Dave Beltz "91, Johnny Renner 92 and Todd
Cushing 92. Texas Tea, a student band that has been playing together for almost two years, will be making their first appearance
this semester at the College Underground Saturday from 10 p.m.
to 2 a.m. The band has already played Town Hall on Monday
nights and traveled to neighboring Ohio schools. Their play list includes music by the Grateful Dead, Doors, Rolling Stones, Allman
Brothers, Santana and other classic rock artists as well as their
own songs, Admission to the SAB sponsored event is fifty cents
per person or a donation of an article of clothing for charity.

;

JB Typewriter Service
j
Authorized
Fi
--

i

H-- A

i

Frank J. Crasso, Esq., Director of Visa Information Service, has been a practicing attorney
for ten years and is a researcher, writer and educator. BJS. Case Western Reserve
University, Ohio; JD. University of San Diego, S A.
Certificate from the Institute of International and Comparative Law, Paris, France.
V.LS. is not a governmental agency or affiliate. Recording devices such as audio and video

machines are prohibited to be brought to the lecture.

&

Sales

Service For
SMITH CORONA

IBMSWINTEC
ADLER
Supplies For

COPIES 40
812X11 WHITE
345-7408- 9- -

5

5:30 Daily
2 Saturday

IBM'BROTHER
ROYALSWINTEC
SMITH CORONA

PANASONIC
CANON AND MORE
2522 Cleveland Road
Wooster. Ohio 44691
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Feature
First-yea- r
spends day m
life of President Cop eland
!

student input, maybe on a monthly basis. It would be very valuai
ble."

Can Johnson

Special to Ac Voc

"A day with President Copeland!
Oh, arent yoa lucky !" was just
one of the sarcastic remarks Jennifer Fonfara beard when she informed hex friends that she won the
Student Government Association
"Day In The Life" raffle. But Fonfara says that she found the day to .
be "very interesting."
student from
Fonfara, a first-ye- ar
Michigan, spent the majority of
Monday, December 3 with President Cope land. Her name was
drawn in the raffle SGA sponsored
Its purpose was
in
two-folto increase student administration relations, and to asfood drive
sist in the campus-wid- e
organized by WCWS.
Students were asked to donate a
can or a dollar to the food drive and
could then enter their name in the
nIIe. The prize was a chance to
experience a "day in the Efe" of the
President and have him experience
a "day in the Efe" of a student.

Copeland "doesn't
just sit in his office.
It sounds trival but
whit he does is

really important.

Running a college is
a business."
.

er.

d:

--

i

i

It.

v
t'

i.

:

n

Asian-Americ- an

President Copeland then accompanied Fonfara to her chemistry
class, where be was asked a question by Dr. Powell. He answered
correctly, but later commented to
Fanfara that he "didn't remember
anything" about chemistry. .
They met again for lunch in the
faculty dining room where an Edu--;.
rational Policy Committee meeting took place.
At 2 pjn4 Copeland and Fonfa-- n
attended ' a meeting to discuss
1 never really knew what the ' stadium renovations. According to
President did," Fonfara comment- - . Fonfara, brainstorming took'place
to try to "accomodate cost with
ed. After attending four meetings
needs."
While she did provide insays
she
she
however,
him,
with
when
asked for her perspec- put
and
his
job
has "more respect for
tive,
Fonfara says that she didn't
position and exactly bow much
mention that she had only been to
work be really does."
the stadium once, and that was "to
Their day started with an admissee the halflime show."
sions marketing breakfast at the
The final meeting of the day was
"informal
where
Inn
Wooster
faculty meeting at 7:30. Topics
a
brochures
brainstorming" about
disdiscussed included Sophomore
for prospective students were
'
Sem inar and AIDS education on
cussed. Fonfara was "surprised"
campus.
when her opinions on the broFonfara commented that she
chures were asked by various
"had no idea what to expect," but
members at the meeting. She feels
assumed that she would just sit
that they "should continue to get
mid-Novemb-

and observe the meetings. Instead,
she said that the members "made a
point of making me feel welcome."
X
One topic discussed during the
breakfast was the lack of
students at the College.
"This struck me as significant."
gated Fonfara, and she wondered if
this was in "response to Takaki's
comments."
She says that she was impressed
with the relationship President
Copeland seems to have with the
other administrators and faculty.
With the exception of the faculty
meeting over which be presided
she stated that be was more on an
equal level than domineering. He
would "interject when necessary",
and "cracked jokes when appropri
ate," Fonfara commented.
Although she would have liked to
find out the "types of other things .
the President does outside of
Wooster." Fonfara stated that Jicl
certainly "doesn't just sit in his office."
"It sounds trivial, but what he
does is really important," she
commented. "Running a college is
-- a business."
.
Fonfara did admit, though, that
Td be bored with all those meet-

y

j

1

.

ings everyday."

Asked td comment on the day
President Copeland will spend
with her in January, Fonfara said,

Tm looking forward to it. It
should be interesting."
Finally, for all of us who have
ever wondered about that bouse on

University Street, Fonfara

pro-

vides us with the answer-- "he actually does live there."

Assistant Director of Lowry Canter Mary Jo Otto
i

Otto brings fresh
perspective to! SAB
Jennifer Read
Voic Staff Writer

We have all sees new faces on
the College of Wooster campus
this fall, both students and
Among them is the new
Assistant Dir&tor'of StudcnrAc-- :
tivities, Mary Jo Otto. !;
Her appointment to the position
has brought with it a fresh perspective to the Student Activities
Board and the various activities
they have been and will be sponsoring this year.
Otto graduated from the College

--

ni

em-.ploye- es.

of St. Thomas in Minnesota
where she received her degree in
business marketing. Active in a
number of coordinating activities
as an undergraduate. Otto's interests turned away from the corporate business world and toward col-leadministration.
She then went on to pursue her
master's degree in higher education
student administration at the University of Vermont which she just
completed last year.
ge

As Assistant Director of Student
Activities, she works with SAB as
supervisor, coordinator, and scout
for exciting new ideas in entertain-meOtto is responsible for comedians, "pit flick," bands, and
various, Othef SAB activities. She;

-

U.notodyi.repbJ

exhibition but making sure hotel
reservations, meals and transportation are taken care of.
Otto really enjoys her position
here at Wooster. Next semester
she hopes to find new activities to.
satisfy a wider variety of interests.
By taking input from students and
working with the Student Activities Board, she hopes to expand
both the frequency and diversity of
entertainment available. She also
hopes to
more activities with Wooster's clubs and sections.
Otto's office is on the main
floor of Lowry Center in the Keys
and ID Office. She is more than
eager to see fresh faces and bear '
new voices.
co-spon- sor
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Sports

Women's foaskefball
off to strong sfarf

Pastimes for the
Persian Gulf'ers

V

"

Karyn Powers
Voice Sports Writer

.

If the past two weeks are any indication of what the women's basketball team is capable of, then
this season looks to be one of
their best ever. Wuh last year's
C
wins
title and seven
under their belts so far this year,
the Lady Scots should be the team
to beat.
Last week, Wooster hosted Hiram College on Thursday night for
a decisive 60-5- 3 victory over the
Lsdy Terriers. Sophomore forward
La Sonya Crawl led the team with
14 points while junior Coretta
Jones and senior Amy Aukamp
both contributed off the boards
with 11 rebounds. Junior point
guard Christy Evans had a game-hig-h
the'
seven ; assists;-leading- ''
non-NCA-

against the Lady Wolverines.
With Jones sidelined with her

press and use of the turnovers for

broken nose. Coach Chris Hart
substituted in sophomore Tammy

slowed down the tempo of play.
The Scots slowly worked to cut
the lead to two points after a four
point play by first-yeLisa

Berger.

,

Although Wooster maintained
the lead throughout the game, the
scoring was pretty balanced as has
been the case with most of the
matchups so far. It was a game
dominated by inside players such
as Wooster's Aukamp (21 points)
and Crawl (11 rebounds), whom
fellow teammate Evans described
"terrors on the court'', ,
,,.
.as
':
ball
inside
and'
Wooster got the
let the big people do the work
while they continued to run the
fast break play. Grove City retali- ated with a full court press and
v

strong outside shooting, but
Wooster was able to handle the
pressure as was indicated by the fi--,

fast break baskets.

Wooster

ar

Hor-wed-

eL

Wooster then took the lead with
a 15-- 0 run with plays by Horwe-de- L
Aukamp (14 points, 11 rebounds) aid Crawl (14 points. 11
rebounds) bringing the scorep to
23-1By the end of the first
half; ML Union had decreased its
deficit, bringing the score to 23-2- 0
in Wooster's favor.
Into the second half, the Lady
Scots extended their lead to nine
points with 13:52 left to play.
The teams battled back and forth
until Wooster won .the game 50-46.

1.

ML Union hosted the next
game, while Wooster went lookOn a down note, Jones suffered
ing for redemption of last year's
a broken nose late in the second defeat of 14 points. Revenge
half. She was forced to sit out the proved to be a strong motivating
next game, but since then has re- .force as Wooster turned the tables
turned to the court, wearing
and came home victorious.
The Purple Raiders look the earSaturday, the team beaded to ly lead, 12-- with their full court
tip off
Grove City for the 0
"

face-protecti- on.

4,

Robb's Rap

'

,

It was a big win for the Lady
Scots as they extended their win-- "
ning streak to seven games. Jun-iEvans commented,
"We Ye obviously thrilled to be at
7-but we're still looking for
better things.'
Wooster will try to extend its
.
streak to eight wins when they
host Kenyon on Friday. Tip off
time is at 7:30 pjn.
--

tci2Ptt$2tabw,
'"'
fifth consecutive game.'

What are our friends doing in
the Persian Gulf this week? As
we near January 15th the crisis
appears to be escalating in the
Middle EasL President Bush
Robb DeGraw
win undoubtedly increase fortifications of the mighty "Desert
Shield." But what does this mean to the ordinary soldier sitting in the
sand? Remember, some of these folks have been in The Gulf since
AugusL So what are they doing over there? What do you do when sur
rounded by sun and sand? Well, besides work on that Coppertone tan
you've been neglecting all winter, not much.
Along with millions of other Americans. I sympathize with our
troops in the Persian Gulf. Isn't there something we can do for
them.especially during the Holiday Season? "But you re a sports co- lumnist," echoes the cry from a throng of happy readers. But this is a
liberal arts institution, besides, I have a deep seated commitment to
life, happiness and the pursuit of good fun. So as a sports cohannisu
here is my small contribution to our servicepeople in the Persian
Gulf.
It's a "TOP 10 LIST" of Sports and Leisure for our troops when
there's noting to dp in the Persian Gulf:
10. "Red Rover, Red Rover, Send the Kuwaitis Right Overt"
"V
9. Kick the Canteen
on Hussein
8.
7. Truth or Dare
6. Bowling for Hostages
5. Tank Tag
4. Spin the Uzi
3. Hunting for Lizards
2. Gas Mask Erisbee
1. "Saddam Says"
Remember these classic merriments? Here is one quick example of
how our sand forces could enjoy a round of "Saddam Says." "Saddam
says put your gas inask on.. .Saddam says cover your butt and dive into
that sand barrier Saddam says invade KuwaiLwithdraw from
Oops, yon budged, so you're out, "Saddam would never say
withdraw from KuwaiL"
Due to the increase in Voice circulation, particularly the sports
pasc Tm sure our troops will each receive a complementary edition of
these pastime suggestions. However, feel free to dip an additional
copy for yourself, the 15th is coming soon, and some of us might not
make it back after break. It is my sincere hope that our servicepeople
pastimes, rather than weap
will be able to make use of these
ons.

or

tri-captain

0.

2.-0-

Pin-the-T-

afl

Ku-wa-

Swimmers win DePauw Invitational
Jen Pope
Voice Sporti Writer

This past weekend the swim team
travelled to DePauw for the annual
DePauw Invitational. It was an
excellent weekend for both the
men's and the women's teams.
Coach Keim Beckett said it was an
exceptional meet all around.
The women won the meet for
the first time. This is quite an ac-

complishment considering that
five of the seven teams were nationally ranked, including conference rival Wittenberg. The women's team left them in their bubbles. According to Beckett, the
women did not have a weak event
ihe entire mecL They scored in
every event with the greatest number of points coming from the
breaststrokers. five breaststrokers

placed in the top nine in the 100
yd breast alone, with the top finisher being Sara Shumar at second place.
The women excelled in every
field of the mvitationaL Shelley
Green received a second place finish and two mird place finishes in
the 200 yd, 500 yi, and 1650 yd.
freestyle. Katy Schnell took a
first, second and fourth place in the
butterbackstroke, 100
200
respecbackstroke,
fly, and 100
tively. Tammy Befaringer took
second and a fourth in me 200 .
free and 200 fly. Respectively,
Kathy Befaringer took first, second and third in the 100 fly, the
fly
free, and the 200
50
Lauren
and
tale
events. JeralynVi
breast-strok- e
Yont dominated (he 200
wfeh second sod third place
'
finishes right behind a woman

who qualified for national cuts.
In addition, Beckett was pleased
with the strong performances of
Lara Horiszny and Cathy Fritz in
individual medley.
the 400
The men swam better than the
team or the coaches had anticipated, earning themselves a fifth
place finish. The strongest swims
of me meet came from the distance
group. Tom Hungerfbrd excelled
in the meet by taking first in both
free and topthe 500 and 1650
ping it off by qualifying for nafree. Brian
tionals in the 1650
Vereb finished second in the same
events right behind Hungerfbrd.
Other strong swims included Mark
Groynom in the 500 and 200 yd.
free; Andrew Schultz in the 200
free; and Will
and 50
breast
Fishbach in the 100 and 200 yd
breast and the 200 yd. free.

fun-fill- ed

D1NOS HOME MOVIES
418 Liberty St.
262-334- 4

MOVLESNINTENDOVCR

RENTALS

RENT FIVE MOVIES GET ONE FREE
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
AND HOLIDAYS

h."
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China Royal
Chinese Restaurant
Tuesday-Thursda-

y

11:30AM-230P5K)0PM-9:30P-

M
M

...
Friday-Sunda- y

1130AM-230P5.00PM-l(h30P-

-

M

-

J? i

--

M

205 WXiberty
264-25- 07

Today's Trend Setters
Family Hair Care
Senior guard Mark Stanley (14) eludes an Onto Wesleyan defender in the Scots victory last

HAS $6 CUTS
Walk-i- n

rigf.

Wednesday

or call for an appointment
115 North Grant Street

(Photo by Me Pepper.)

-

en's basketball wins six in a row

IV

half.
Southerland contributed 15 points
On November 28, Waster fecal of his own." Junior ijrich, Riebe
Hiram
Leading the Scots was unable to start do to injured
were senior Mark Stanley (23 foot. Doug Meinen subsituted for
The men's baskrthall team is off
points) and junior Stan Aokamp Riebe.
to a 6-- 1 start. The Scots defeated
(20 points). Aukamp also lead the
On Saturday, the team travelled
Hiram. Thomas More, and Ohio
team with eight rebounds. Tim to Thomas More where Aukamp
Wesleyan in the past week and a
led the team with 19 points.
Sontherland scored 18 points,
Stanley had 16 points, and Meinen
had nine points with eight rebounds. The final score was 83-5- 7
in favor of Wooster.
This past Wendsday. the Scots
played the Battling Bishops of
Ohio Wesleyan. The Bishops deQUALITY OUTDOOR GEAR and CLOTHING
fense was weak as Wooster prevailed 89-7- 0 with Riebe and AuTENTS: EUREKA, SIERRA DESIGNS
kamp leading the scoring with 25
PACKS: KELTY, GREGORY, CAMPTRAILS, LOVE
and 24 points, respectively. Stanley had 16 points and Meinen ten
BOOTS: VASQUE, DANKER, ROCKY,
points. Aukamp led the team with
CLOTHING BY: PATAGONIA, ROYAL ROBBINS,
seven rebounds.
TERRAMAR, WOQLRICH, COLUMBIA
Tomorrow, the Fighting Scots
travel to Grove City. The game,
CURSING GEAR. SLEEPING BAGS. VIDEOS,
pan.
begins at
BortKeiper

264-12- 02

71-6- 4.

Cargo Crate Furniture Co.
Functional furniture for less.
Twin
Full
Queen
.

Fmons
39 x 75
54 x 75
60 x 85

,

$199
$225
$248

'

Wc also have hand made crates
and trunks in sizes to fit any room.

Three great gift ideas:
Three styles of toy boxes!

We will deliver.
1QAM-6POpen Tuesday-Saturda12218 Lindon Way East
(9 miles from campus)
y.

M

t Cafct CfllW;ij

HI-TE- C

4.-0-0

BOOKS, STOVES,

I

"

' irirtYirtr
'
Uncoln
interiors

A

cooxware, food,

TRAILGUIDES, EQUIPMENT RENTALS.

Upcoming Events

.

SINCE t900

FLOOR AND WALL COVERINGS
ART AND ACCESSORIES

YOUR ADVENTURES START HERB
10

OFF REMNANTS VTTH COY ID

N

w

ED
262-155-

7

6840 LINCOLN WAY EAST

Houri

2719 FULTON DR. NAV. CANTON
B-

-

Sr

Monday-Wda- y

452-632- 3
10-- 9,

Saturday

10-- 6,

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Sit
Dt Opponent

Ok.

B

Grow

Dm. 12 TUln

Dt
12-- 5

A
A

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Sit
Dot
Opponent
H
Dm. IS Wttanborg

Jmn. 12

TIm
4.00

7M
Tbnn

230

DIYMQ .
SIM Tim
1:00
ONo Wotoyn A

SWIMMING

Sunday

City

AMD

Opponent

